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Abstract
Unsupervised domain adaptation methods tradi-
tionally assume that all source categories are
present in the target domain. In practice, little may
be known about the category overlap between the
two domains. While some methods address target
settings with either partial or open-set categories,
they assume that the particular setting is known
a priori. We propose a more universally applica-
ble domain adaptation approach that can handle
arbitrary category shift, called Domain Adapta-
tive Neighborhood Clustering via Entropy opti-
mization (DANCE). DANCE combines two novel
ideas: First, as we cannot fully rely on source
categories to learn features discriminative for the
target, we propose a novel neighborhood cluster-
ing technique to learn the structure of the target
domain in a self-supervised way. Second, we
use entropy-based feature alignment and rejection
to align target features with the source, or reject
them as unknown categories based on their en-
tropy. We show through extensive experiments
that DANCE outperforms baselines across open-
set, open-partial and partial domain adaptation
settings.
1. Introduction
Deep neural networks can learn highly discriminative rep-
resentations for image recognition tasks (Deng et al., 2009;
Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Ren
et al., 2015; He et al., 2017), but do not generalize well to
domains that are not distributed identically to the training
data. Domain adaptation (DA) aims to transfer representa-
tions of source categories to novel target domains without
additional supervision. Recent deep DA methods primarily
do this by minimizing the feature distribution shift between
the source and target samples (Ganin & Lempitsky, 2014;
Long et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016). However, these meth-
ods make strong assumptions about the degree to which
the source categories overlap with the target domain, which
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Figure 1. Unlike previous methods tailored to each setting, our
proposed approach, called DANCE, performs well on all sub-
settings of universal domain adaptation.
limits their applicability to many real-world settings.
In this paper, we address the problem of Universal DA. Sup-
pose Ls and Lt are the label sets in the source and target
domain. In Universal DA we want to handle all of the fol-
lowing potential “category shifts”: closed-set (Ls = Lt),
open-set (Ls ⊂ Lt) (Busto & Gall, 2017; Saito et al., 2018c),
partial (Lt ⊂ Ls) (Cao et al., 2018), or a mix of open and
partial (You et al., 2019), see Fig. 1. Existing DA methods
cannot address Universal DA well because they are each
designed to handle just one of the above settings. How-
ever, since the target domain is unlabeled, we may not know
in advance which of these situations will occur. Thus, an
unexpected category shift could lead to catastrophic mis-
alignment. For example, using a closed-set method when
the target has novel (“unknown”) classes could incorrectly
align them to source (“known”) classes. The underlying
issue at play is that existing work heavily relies on prior
knowledge about the category shift.
The second problem is that the over-reliance on supervision
in the source domain also makes it challenging to obtain
discriminative features on the target. Prior methods focus on
aligning target features with source, rather than on exploit-
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Figure 2. We propose DANCE, which combines a self-supervised clustering loss (red) to cluster neighboring target examples and an
entropy separation loss (gray) to consider alignment with source (best viewed in color).
ing structure specific to the target domain. In the universal
DA setting, this means that we may fail to learn features
useful for discriminating “unknown” categories from the
known categories, because such features may not exist in
the source.
Self-supervision was proposed in (Carlucci et al., 2019) to
extract domain-generalizable features, but it is limited in
extracting discriminative features on the target.
We propose to overcome these challenging problems by in-
troducing Domain Adaptive Neighborhood Clustering via
Entropy optimization (DANCE). An overview is shown in
Fig. 2. Rather than relying only on the supervision of source
categories to learn a discriminative representation, DANCE
harnesses the cluster structure of the target domain using
self-supervision. This is done with a “neighborhood clus-
tering” technique that self-supervises feature learning in
the target. At the same time, useful source features and
class boundaries are preserved and adapted with a partial
domain alignment loss that we refer to as “entropy separa-
tion loss.” This loss allows the model to either match each
target example with the source, or reject it as an “unknown”
category.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose DANCE, a universal domain adaptation
method that can be applied out-of-the-box without
prior knowledge of specific category shift,
• We experimentally observe that DANCE is the only
method that outperforms the source-only model in ev-
ery setting,
• We achieve state-of-the-art performance on all open-
set and open-partial DA settings, and some partial DA
settings, and
• We learn discriminative features of “unkown” target
samples even without any supervision.
2. Related Work
Closed-set Domain Adaptation (CDA). The main chal-
lenge in domain adaptation (DA) is the domain gap in fea-
ture distributions between domains, which degrades the
source classifier’s performance. The basic approach of
DA measures the distance between feature distributions
in source and target, then trains a model to minimize this
distance. Many DA methods utilize a domain classifier to
measure the distance (Ganin & Lempitsky, 2014; Tzeng
et al., 2014; Long et al., 2015; 2018), while others mini-
mize classifier discrepancy (Saito et al., 2018b;a; Zhang
et al., 2019) to learn more discriminative features, or uti-
lize pseudo-labels assigned to target examples (Saito et al.,
2017; Zou et al., 2018). Clustering-based methods are pro-
posed by (Deng et al., 2019; Sener et al., 2016; Haeusser
et al., 2017). These and other mainstream methods assume
that all target examples belong to source classes. In this
sense, they rely heavily on the relationship between source
and target. Partial Domain Adaptation (PDA) handles the
case where the target classes are a subset of source classes.
This task is solved by performing importance-weighting
on source examples that are similar to samples in the tar-
get (Cao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhangjie Cao,
2019). Open set Domain Adaptation (ODA) deals with
target examples whose class is different from any of the
source classes (Panareda Busto & Gall, 2017; Saito et al.,
2018c; Liu et al., 2019). The drawback of ODA methods is
that they assume we necessarily have unknown examples in
the target domain, and can fail in closed or partial domain
adaptation. The idea of Universal Domain Adaptation
(UniDA) was proposed in (You et al., 2019). However, they
applied their method to a mixture of PDA and ODA, which
we call OPDA, where the target domain contains a subset of
the source classes plus some unknown classes. Our goal is
to propose a method that works well on CDA, ODA, PDA,
and OPDA. We call the task UniDA in our paper.
Self-Supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning ob-
tains features useful for various image recognition tasks by
using a large number of unlabeled images (Doersch et al.,
2015). A model is trained to solve a pretext (surrogate) task
such as solve a jigsaw puzzle (Noroozi & Favaro, 2016)
or instance discrimination (Wu et al., 2018). (Huang et al.,
2019; Zhuang et al., 2019) proposed to perform instance
discrimination and trained a model to discover neighbor-
hoods for each example. They calculate cross entropy loss
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on the probabilistic distribution of similarity between ex-
amples. Our work is similar in that we aim to perform
unsupervised clustering of unlabeled examples, but differ-
ent in that (Huang et al., 2019; Zhuang et al., 2019) require
specifying which examples are in the neighborhood for each
example. We perform entropy minimization on the similar-
ity distribution among unlabeled target examples and source
prototypes. (Carlucci et al., 2019) proposed to utilize the
jigsaw puzzle pretext task for domain generalization with ac-
cess to multiple source domains. We perform a comparison
between DANCE and this method in our supplementary.
3. DANCE: Domain Adaptive Neighborhood
Clustering via Entropy optimization
Our task is universal domain adaptation: given a labeled
source domain Ds = {(xsi , yis)}Nsi=1 with “known” cate-
gories Ls and an unlabeled target domain Dt = {(xti)}Nti=1
which contains all or some “known” categories and possible
“unknown” categories. Our goal is to label the target sam-
ples with either one of the Ls labels or the “unknown” label.
We train the model on Ds ∪ Dt and evaluate on Dt. We
seek a truly universal method that can handle any possible
category shift without prior knowledge of it. The key is not
to force complete alignment between the entire source and
target distributions, as this may result in catastrophic mis-
alignment. Instead, the challenge is to extract well-clustered
target features while performing a relaxed alignment to the
source classes and potentially rejecting “unknown” points.
We adopt a prototype-based classifier that maps samples
close to their true class centroid (prototype) and far from
samples of other classes. We first propose to use self-
supervision in the target domain to cluster target samples.
We call this technique neighborhood clustering (NC).
Each target point is aligned either to a “known” class proto-
type in the source or to its neighbor in the target. This allows
the model to learn a discriminative metric that maps a point
to its semantically close match, whether or not its class is
“known”. This is achieved by minimizing the entropy of the
distribution over point similarity.
Second, we propose an entropy separation loss to either
align the target point with a source prototype or reject it as
“unknown”. The loss is applied to the entropy of the “known”
category classifier’s output to force it to be either low (the
sample should belong to a “known” class) or high (the sam-
ple should be far from any “known” class). In addition, we
utilize domain-specific batch normalization (Chang et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2016; Saito et al., 2019) to eliminate domain
style information as a form of weak domain alignment.
3.1. Network Architecture
We adopt the architecture used in (Saito et al., 2019), which
has an L2 normalization layer before the last linear layer.
We can regard the weight vectors in the last linear layer
as prototype features of each class. This architecture is
well-suited to our purpose of finding a clustering over both
target features and source prototypes. Let G be the feature
extraction network which takes an input x and outputs a
feature vector f . Let W be the classification network which
consists of one linear layer without bias. The layer consists
of weight vectors [w1,w2, . . . ,wK ] where K represents
the number of classes in the source. W takes L2 normalized
features and outputs K logits. p denotes the output of W
after the softmax function.
3.2. Neighborhood Clustering (NC)
The principle behind our self-supervised clustering objec-
tive is to move each target point either to a “known” class
prototype in the source or to its neighbor in the target. By
making nearby points closer, the model learns well-clustered
features. If “unknown” samples have similar characteris-
tics with other “unknown” samples, then this clustering
objective will help us extract discriminative features. This
intuition is illustrated in Fig. 2. The important point is
that we do not rely on strict distribution alignment with
the source in order to extract discriminative target features.
Instead we propose to minimize the entropy of each target
point’s similarity distribution to other target samples and to
prototypes. To minimize the entropy, the point will move
closer to a nearby point (we assume a neighbor exists) or to
a prototype. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Specifically, we calculate the similarity to all target samples
and prototypes for each mini-batch of target features. Let
V ∈ RNt×d denotes a memory bank which stores all target
features and F ∈ R(Nt+K)×d denotes the target features in
the memory bank and the prototype weight vectors, where
d is the feature dimension in the last linear layer:
V = [V1,V2, ...VNt ], (1)
F = [V1,V2, ...VNt ,w1,w2, . . . ,wK ], (2)
where the Vi and w are L2-normalized. To consider target
samples absent in the mini-batch, we employ a memory
bank to store and use the features to calculate the similarity
as done in (Wu et al., 2018). In every iteration, V is updated
with the mini-batch features. Let fi denote features in the
mini-batch and Bt denote sets of target samples’ indices in
the mini-batch. For all i ∈ Bt, we set
Vi = fi. (3)
Therefore, the memory bank V contains both updated target
features from the current mini-batch and the older target fea-
tures absent in the mini-batch. Unlike (Wu et al., 2018), we
update the memory so that it simply stores features, without
considering the momentum of features in previous epochs.
Let Fj denote the j-th item in F , then the probability that
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VNt<latexit sha1_base64="CQhdAbKV8pCmp9NiWgec3i5Kd1U=">AAACl3ichVHNL sRQGD3qf/wNNsRGTIjV5KtIiA0hESsxmCExMmnrGo3+pb0zCc28gAdgYeEnsRCPYGnjBSw8gliS2Fj42mkiCL6mveeee853e/LpnmUGkuixQWlsam5pbWtPdXR2dfeke/s KgVvxDZE3XMv1N3UtEJbpiLw0pSU2PV9otm6JDX1/ITrfqAo/MF1nXR54YtvWyo65axqaZKpY1O2wUAqXS7JWK6UzlKW4hn8CNQEZJLXipm9RxA5cGKjAhoADydiChoCfL aggeMxtI2TOZ2TG5wI1pNhbYZVghcbsPn/LvNtKWIf3Uc8gdht8i8Wvz85hjNIDXdML3dMNPdH7r73CuEf0Lwe86nWv8Eo9RwNrb/+6bF4l9j5dfzh0Vv+vi7JJ7GI6zmR yRi9morRG3V89PHlZm1kdDcfokp455wU90h0ndaqvxlVOrJ4ixYNSv4/lJyhMZFXKqrnJzNx8MrI2DGEE4zyXKcxhCSvI870ejnGGc2VQmVUWlaW6VGlIPP34UkruA7ZQ loo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CQhdAbKV8pCmp9NiWgec3i5Kd1U=">AAACl3ichVHNL sRQGD3qf/wNNsRGTIjV5KtIiA0hESsxmCExMmnrGo3+pb0zCc28gAdgYeEnsRCPYGnjBSw8gliS2Fj42mkiCL6mveeee853e/LpnmUGkuixQWlsam5pbWtPdXR2dfeke/s KgVvxDZE3XMv1N3UtEJbpiLw0pSU2PV9otm6JDX1/ITrfqAo/MF1nXR54YtvWyo65axqaZKpY1O2wUAqXS7JWK6UzlKW4hn8CNQEZJLXipm9RxA5cGKjAhoADydiChoCfL aggeMxtI2TOZ2TG5wI1pNhbYZVghcbsPn/LvNtKWIf3Uc8gdht8i8Wvz85hjNIDXdML3dMNPdH7r73CuEf0Lwe86nWv8Eo9RwNrb/+6bF4l9j5dfzh0Vv+vi7JJ7GI6zmR yRi9morRG3V89PHlZm1kdDcfokp455wU90h0ndaqvxlVOrJ4ixYNSv4/lJyhMZFXKqrnJzNx8MrI2DGEE4zyXKcxhCSvI870ejnGGc2VQmVUWlaW6VGlIPP34UkruA7ZQ loo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CQhdAbKV8pCmp9NiWgec3i5Kd1U=">AAACl3ichVHNL sRQGD3qf/wNNsRGTIjV5KtIiA0hESsxmCExMmnrGo3+pb0zCc28gAdgYeEnsRCPYGnjBSw8gliS2Fj42mkiCL6mveeee853e/LpnmUGkuixQWlsam5pbWtPdXR2dfeke/s KgVvxDZE3XMv1N3UtEJbpiLw0pSU2PV9otm6JDX1/ITrfqAo/MF1nXR54YtvWyo65axqaZKpY1O2wUAqXS7JWK6UzlKW4hn8CNQEZJLXipm9RxA5cGKjAhoADydiChoCfL aggeMxtI2TOZ2TG5wI1pNhbYZVghcbsPn/LvNtKWIf3Uc8gdht8i8Wvz85hjNIDXdML3dMNPdH7r73CuEf0Lwe86nWv8Eo9RwNrb/+6bF4l9j5dfzh0Vv+vi7JJ7GI6zmR yRi9morRG3V89PHlZm1kdDcfokp455wU90h0ndaqvxlVOrJ4ixYNSv4/lJyhMZFXKqrnJzNx8MrI2DGEE4zyXKcxhCSvI870ejnGGc2VQmVUWlaW6VGlIPP34UkruA7ZQ loo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CQhdAbKV8pCmp9NiWgec3i5Kd1U=">AAACl3ichVHNL sRQGD3qf/wNNsRGTIjV5KtIiA0hESsxmCExMmnrGo3+pb0zCc28gAdgYeEnsRCPYGnjBSw8gliS2Fj42mkiCL6mveeee853e/LpnmUGkuixQWlsam5pbWtPdXR2dfeke/s KgVvxDZE3XMv1N3UtEJbpiLw0pSU2PV9otm6JDX1/ITrfqAo/MF1nXR54YtvWyo65axqaZKpY1O2wUAqXS7JWK6UzlKW4hn8CNQEZJLXipm9RxA5cGKjAhoADydiChoCfL aggeMxtI2TOZ2TG5wI1pNhbYZVghcbsPn/LvNtKWIf3Uc8gdht8i8Wvz85hjNIDXdML3dMNPdH7r73CuEf0Lwe86nWv8Eo9RwNrb/+6bF4l9j5dfzh0Vv+vi7JJ7GI6zmR yRi9morRG3V89PHlZm1kdDcfokp455wU90h0ndaqvxlVOrJ4ixYNSv4/lJyhMZFXKqrnJzNx8MrI2DGEE4zyXKcxhCSvI870ejnGGc2VQmVUWlaW6VGlIPP34UkruA7ZQ loo=</latexit>
・・・・・・・
Target features
p1
<latexit sha1_base64="a8UB4q3+eYVMosPXHPcZdA6+Psg =">AAAClHichVE9S8NQFD3G7/pVFURwKRbFqdyIoIiDKIKTtGo/REtJ4qsG80WSFrT4B1wdHNRBwUH8CY4u/gEHf4I4VnBx8C YNiIr2huSdd9459+VwVcfQPZ/ouUVqbWvv6OzqjvX09vUPxAeHcp5dcTWR1WzDdguq4glDt0TW131DFBxXKKZqiLx6sByc56v C9XTb2vQPHVE0lT1LL+ua4jO1VdtRzYRTko9L8SSlKKzEbyBHIImo0nb8HjvYhQ0NFZgQsOAzNqDA42cbMggOc0XUmHMZ6eG5 wDFi7K2wSrBCYfaAv3u8245Yi/dBTy90a3yLwa/LzgQm6IluqU6PdEcv9PFnr1rYI/iXQ17Vhlc4pYGT0Y33pi6TVx/7X65/H Cqrm+uCbD7KmAsz6ZzRCZkgrdbwV4/O6hvz6xO1SbqmV855Rc/0wEmt6pt2kxHr54jxoOSfY/kNctMpmVJyZia5uBSNrAtjGM cUz2UWi1hFGlm+18QpLnApjUgL0rK00pBKLZFnGN9KWvsEmXSUvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a8UB4q3+eYVMosPXHPcZdA6+Psg =">AAAClHichVE9S8NQFD3G7/pVFURwKRbFqdyIoIiDKIKTtGo/REtJ4qsG80WSFrT4B1wdHNRBwUH8CY4u/gEHf4I4VnBx8C YNiIr2huSdd9459+VwVcfQPZ/ouUVqbWvv6OzqjvX09vUPxAeHcp5dcTWR1WzDdguq4glDt0TW131DFBxXKKZqiLx6sByc56v C9XTb2vQPHVE0lT1LL+ua4jO1VdtRzYRTko9L8SSlKKzEbyBHIImo0nb8HjvYhQ0NFZgQsOAzNqDA42cbMggOc0XUmHMZ6eG5 wDFi7K2wSrBCYfaAv3u8245Yi/dBTy90a3yLwa/LzgQm6IluqU6PdEcv9PFnr1rYI/iXQ17Vhlc4pYGT0Y33pi6TVx/7X65/H Cqrm+uCbD7KmAsz6ZzRCZkgrdbwV4/O6hvz6xO1SbqmV855Rc/0wEmt6pt2kxHr54jxoOSfY/kNctMpmVJyZia5uBSNrAtjGM cUz2UWi1hFGlm+18QpLnApjUgL0rK00pBKLZFnGN9KWvsEmXSUvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a8UB4q3+eYVMosPXHPcZdA6+Psg =">AAAClHichVE9S8NQFD3G7/pVFURwKRbFqdyIoIiDKIKTtGo/REtJ4qsG80WSFrT4B1wdHNRBwUH8CY4u/gEHf4I4VnBx8C YNiIr2huSdd9459+VwVcfQPZ/ouUVqbWvv6OzqjvX09vUPxAeHcp5dcTWR1WzDdguq4glDt0TW131DFBxXKKZqiLx6sByc56v C9XTb2vQPHVE0lT1LL+ua4jO1VdtRzYRTko9L8SSlKKzEbyBHIImo0nb8HjvYhQ0NFZgQsOAzNqDA42cbMggOc0XUmHMZ6eG5 wDFi7K2wSrBCYfaAv3u8245Yi/dBTy90a3yLwa/LzgQm6IluqU6PdEcv9PFnr1rYI/iXQ17Vhlc4pYGT0Y33pi6TVx/7X65/H Cqrm+uCbD7KmAsz6ZzRCZkgrdbwV4/O6hvz6xO1SbqmV855Rc/0wEmt6pt2kxHr54jxoOSfY/kNctMpmVJyZia5uBSNrAtjGM cUz2UWi1hFGlm+18QpLnApjUgL0rK00pBKLZFnGN9KWvsEmXSUvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a8UB4q3+eYVMosPXHPcZdA6+Psg =">AAAClHichVE9S8NQFD3G7/pVFURwKRbFqdyIoIiDKIKTtGo/REtJ4qsG80WSFrT4B1wdHNRBwUH8CY4u/gEHf4I4VnBx8C YNiIr2huSdd9459+VwVcfQPZ/ouUVqbWvv6OzqjvX09vUPxAeHcp5dcTWR1WzDdguq4glDt0TW131DFBxXKKZqiLx6sByc56v C9XTb2vQPHVE0lT1LL+ua4jO1VdtRzYRTko9L8SSlKKzEbyBHIImo0nb8HjvYhQ0NFZgQsOAzNqDA42cbMggOc0XUmHMZ6eG5 wDFi7K2wSrBCYfaAv3u8245Yi/dBTy90a3yLwa/LzgQm6IluqU6PdEcv9PFnr1rYI/iXQ17Vhlc4pYGT0Y33pi6TVx/7X65/H Cqrm+uCbD7KmAsz6ZzRCZkgrdbwV4/O6hvz6xO1SbqmV855Rc/0wEmt6pt2kxHr54jxoOSfY/kNctMpmVJyZia5uBSNrAtjGM cUz2UWi1hFGlm+18QpLnApjUgL0rK00pBKLZFnGN9KWvsEmXSUvg==</latexit>
: Similarity between      and others  f1
<latexit sha1_base64="v3CwuBm5GTOtCw+i+N7EV3UgY7w=">AAAClHi chVE9S8NQFD3G7/rRqiCCS7EoTuVGBEUciiI4SavWD7SUJL7WYL5I0kIt/gFXBwd1UHAQf4Kji3/AwZ8gjgouDt6kAVHR3pC88847574cruoYuucTPbV IrW3tHZ1d3bGe3r7+eGJgcMOzK64m8ppt2O6WqnjC0C2R93XfEFuOKxRTNcSmerAYnG9WhevptrXu1xxRMJWypZd0TfGZ2q7vqmayVJSPiokUpSms5G8 gRyCFqLJ24g672IMNDRWYELDgMzagwONnBzIIDnMF1JlzGenhucARYuytsEqwQmH2gL9l3u1ErMX7oKcXujW+xeDXZWcS4/RIN/RKD3RLz/TxZ6962CP4 lxqvasMrnGL8eGTtvanL5NXH/pfrH4fK6ua6IJuPEmbDTDpndEImSKs1/NXD09e1udXx+gRd0QvnvKQnuuekVvVNu86J1TPEeFDyz7H8BhtTaZnScm46 lVmIRtaFUYxhkucygwyWkUWe7zVxgnNcSMPSvLQoLTWkUkvkGcK3klY+AYPGlLQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v3CwuBm5GTOtCw+i+N7EV3UgY7w=">AAAClHi chVE9S8NQFD3G7/rRqiCCS7EoTuVGBEUciiI4SavWD7SUJL7WYL5I0kIt/gFXBwd1UHAQf4Kji3/AwZ8gjgouDt6kAVHR3pC88847574cruoYuucTPbV IrW3tHZ1d3bGe3r7+eGJgcMOzK64m8ppt2O6WqnjC0C2R93XfEFuOKxRTNcSmerAYnG9WhevptrXu1xxRMJWypZd0TfGZ2q7vqmayVJSPiokUpSms5G8 gRyCFqLJ24g672IMNDRWYELDgMzagwONnBzIIDnMF1JlzGenhucARYuytsEqwQmH2gL9l3u1ErMX7oKcXujW+xeDXZWcS4/RIN/RKD3RLz/TxZ6962CP4 lxqvasMrnGL8eGTtvanL5NXH/pfrH4fK6ua6IJuPEmbDTDpndEImSKs1/NXD09e1udXx+gRd0QvnvKQnuuekVvVNu86J1TPEeFDyz7H8BhtTaZnScm46 lVmIRtaFUYxhkucygwyWkUWe7zVxgnNcSMPSvLQoLTWkUkvkGcK3klY+AYPGlLQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v3CwuBm5GTOtCw+i+N7EV3UgY7w=">AAAClHi chVE9S8NQFD3G7/rRqiCCS7EoTuVGBEUciiI4SavWD7SUJL7WYL5I0kIt/gFXBwd1UHAQf4Kji3/AwZ8gjgouDt6kAVHR3pC88847574cruoYuucTPbV IrW3tHZ1d3bGe3r7+eGJgcMOzK64m8ppt2O6WqnjC0C2R93XfEFuOKxRTNcSmerAYnG9WhevptrXu1xxRMJWypZd0TfGZ2q7vqmayVJSPiokUpSms5G8 gRyCFqLJ24g672IMNDRWYELDgMzagwONnBzIIDnMF1JlzGenhucARYuytsEqwQmH2gL9l3u1ErMX7oKcXujW+xeDXZWcS4/RIN/RKD3RLz/TxZ6962CP4 lxqvasMrnGL8eGTtvanL5NXH/pfrH4fK6ua6IJuPEmbDTDpndEImSKs1/NXD09e1udXx+gRd0QvnvKQnuuekVvVNu86J1TPEeFDyz7H8BhtTaZnScm46 lVmIRtaFUYxhkucygwyWkUWe7zVxgnNcSMPSvLQoLTWkUkvkGcK3klY+AYPGlLQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v3CwuBm5GTOtCw+i+N7EV3UgY7w=">AAAClHi chVE9S8NQFD3G7/rRqiCCS7EoTuVGBEUciiI4SavWD7SUJL7WYL5I0kIt/gFXBwd1UHAQf4Kji3/AwZ8gjgouDt6kAVHR3pC88847574cruoYuucTPbV IrW3tHZ1d3bGe3r7+eGJgcMOzK64m8ppt2O6WqnjC0C2R93XfEFuOKxRTNcSmerAYnG9WhevptrXu1xxRMJWypZd0TfGZ2q7vqmayVJSPiokUpSms5G8 gRyCFqLJ24g672IMNDRWYELDgMzagwONnBzIIDnMF1JlzGenhucARYuytsEqwQmH2gL9l3u1ErMX7oKcXujW+xeDXZWcS4/RIN/RKD3RLz/TxZ6962CP4 lxqvasMrnGL8eGTtvanL5NXH/pfrH4fK6ua6IJuPEmbDTDpndEImSKs1/NXD09e1udXx+gRd0QvnvKQnuuekVvVNu86J1TPEeFDyz7H8BhtTaZnScm46 lVmIRtaFUYxhkucygwyWkUWe7zVxgnNcSMPSvLQoLTWkUkvkGcK3klY+AYPGlLQ=</latexit>
Source
prototypes
・・・・・・・ w1
<latexit sha1_base64="UsW7wtEU9ny6KLhVfxL3noCBbLA=">AAACkHi chVHLSsNAFL2Nr1ofrXUjuCmWiqty48bixqobcdWHfUBbShKnGpoXSVqpoT/gXlwIioIL8Qfcu/EHXPQTxGUFNy68SQOixXrDZM6cuefOmbmiociWjdg LcGPjE5NTwenQzOzcfDiyEC1aesuUWEHSFd0si4LFFFljBVu2FVY2TCaoosJKYnPX3S+1mWnJunZgdwxWU4UjTW7IkmATVXGqoho7qTt8t1uPxDGJXsSG Ae+DOPiR0SOPUIVD0EGCFqjAQAObsAICWPRVgAcEg7gaOMSZhGRvn0EXQqRtURajDIHYJv2PaFXxWY3Wbk3LU0t0ikLDJGUMEviC99jHZ3zAV/z8s5bj 1XC9dGgWB1pm1MNnS/mPf1UqzTYcf6tGerahASnPq0zeDY9xbyEN9O3Ti35+M5dwVvEW38j/DfbwiW6gtd+luyzLXY7wI5IX98VC1CL+d0OGQXE9yWOSz 2I8veM3KwjLsAJr1JENSMMeZKDgvek5XME1F+VS3Ba3PUjlAr5mEX4Et/8Ffc2ULg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UsW7wtEU9ny6KLhVfxL3noCBbLA=">AAACkHi chVHLSsNAFL2Nr1ofrXUjuCmWiqty48bixqobcdWHfUBbShKnGpoXSVqpoT/gXlwIioIL8Qfcu/EHXPQTxGUFNy68SQOixXrDZM6cuefOmbmiociWjdg LcGPjE5NTwenQzOzcfDiyEC1aesuUWEHSFd0si4LFFFljBVu2FVY2TCaoosJKYnPX3S+1mWnJunZgdwxWU4UjTW7IkmATVXGqoho7qTt8t1uPxDGJXsSG Ae+DOPiR0SOPUIVD0EGCFqjAQAObsAICWPRVgAcEg7gaOMSZhGRvn0EXQqRtURajDIHYJv2PaFXxWY3Wbk3LU0t0ikLDJGUMEviC99jHZ3zAV/z8s5bj 1XC9dGgWB1pm1MNnS/mPf1UqzTYcf6tGerahASnPq0zeDY9xbyEN9O3Ti35+M5dwVvEW38j/DfbwiW6gtd+luyzLXY7wI5IX98VC1CL+d0OGQXE9yWOSz 2I8veM3KwjLsAJr1JENSMMeZKDgvek5XME1F+VS3Ba3PUjlAr5mEX4Et/8Ffc2ULg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UsW7wtEU9ny6KLhVfxL3noCBbLA=">AAACkHi chVHLSsNAFL2Nr1ofrXUjuCmWiqty48bixqobcdWHfUBbShKnGpoXSVqpoT/gXlwIioIL8Qfcu/EHXPQTxGUFNy68SQOixXrDZM6cuefOmbmiociWjdg LcGPjE5NTwenQzOzcfDiyEC1aesuUWEHSFd0si4LFFFljBVu2FVY2TCaoosJKYnPX3S+1mWnJunZgdwxWU4UjTW7IkmATVXGqoho7qTt8t1uPxDGJXsSG Ae+DOPiR0SOPUIVD0EGCFqjAQAObsAICWPRVgAcEg7gaOMSZhGRvn0EXQqRtURajDIHYJv2PaFXxWY3Wbk3LU0t0ikLDJGUMEviC99jHZ3zAV/z8s5bj 1XC9dGgWB1pm1MNnS/mPf1UqzTYcf6tGerahASnPq0zeDY9xbyEN9O3Ti35+M5dwVvEW38j/DfbwiW6gtd+luyzLXY7wI5IX98VC1CL+d0OGQXE9yWOSz 2I8veM3KwjLsAJr1JENSMMeZKDgvek5XME1F+VS3Ba3PUjlAr5mEX4Et/8Ffc2ULg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UsW7wtEU9ny6KLhVfxL3noCBbLA=">AAACkHi chVHLSsNAFL2Nr1ofrXUjuCmWiqty48bixqobcdWHfUBbShKnGpoXSVqpoT/gXlwIioIL8Qfcu/EHXPQTxGUFNy68SQOixXrDZM6cuefOmbmiociWjdg LcGPjE5NTwenQzOzcfDiyEC1aesuUWEHSFd0si4LFFFljBVu2FVY2TCaoosJKYnPX3S+1mWnJunZgdwxWU4UjTW7IkmATVXGqoho7qTt8t1uPxDGJXsSG Ae+DOPiR0SOPUIVD0EGCFqjAQAObsAICWPRVgAcEg7gaOMSZhGRvn0EXQqRtURajDIHYJv2PaFXxWY3Wbk3LU0t0ikLDJGUMEviC99jHZ3zAV/z8s5bj 1XC9dGgWB1pm1MNnS/mPf1UqzTYcf6tGerahASnPq0zeDY9xbyEN9O3Ti35+M5dwVvEW38j/DfbwiW6gtd+luyzLXY7wI5IX98VC1CL+d0OGQXE9yWOSz 2I8veM3KwjLsAJr1JENSMMeZKDgvek5XME1F+VS3Ba3PUjlAr5mEX4Et/8Ffc2ULg==</latexit>
wC
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Figure 3. Similarity distribution calculation in neighborhood clus-
tering (best viewed in color). We minimize the entropy of the
similarity distribution between each point (as shown for f1), the
prototypes, and the other target samples. Since most target sam-
ples are absent in the mini-batch, we store the their features in a
memory bank, updating it with each batch.
the feature fi is a neighbor of the feature or prototype Fj is,
for i 6= j and i ∈ Bt,
pi,j =
exp(Fj
>fi/τ)
Zi
, (4)
where
Zi =
Nt+K∑
j=1,j 6=i
exp(Fj>fi/τ), (5)
and the temperature parameter τ controls the distribution
concentration degree (Hinton et al., 2015). Then, the entropy
is calculated as follows,
Lnc = − 1|Bt|
∑
i∈Bt
Nt+K∑
j=1,j 6=i
pi,j log(pi,j). (6)
We minimize the above loss to align each target sample to
either a target neighbor or a prototype, whichever is closer.
3.3. Entropy Separation Loss
The neighborhood clustering loss encourages the target sam-
ples to become well-clustered, but we still need to align
some of them with “known” source categories while keep-
ing the “unknown” target samples far from the source. In
addition to the domain-specific batch normalization (see
Sec. 3.4), which can work as a form of weak domain align-
ment, we need an explicit objective to encourage alignment
or rejection of target samples. As pointed out in (You et al.,
2019), “unknown” target samples are likely to have a larger
entropy of the source classifier’s output than “known” target
samples. This is because “unknown” target samples do not
share common features with “known” source classes.
Inspired by this, we propose to draw a boundary between
“known” and “unknown” points using the entropy of a clas-
sifier’s output. We visually introduce the idea in Fig. 4. The
distance between the entropy and threshold boundary, ρ, is
defined as |H(p)−ρ|, where p is the classification output for
a target sample. By maximizing the distance, we can make
H(p) far from ρ. We expect that the entropy of “unknown”
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Entropy
Figure 4. An overview of the entropy separation loss (best viewed
in color). We further decrease small entropy to move the sample to
a “known”-class prototype, and increase large entropy to move it
farther away. Since distinguishing “known” vs “unknown” samples
near the boundary is hard, we introduce a confidence threshold
that ignores such ambiguous samples.
target samples will be larger than ρ whereas for the “known”
ones it will be smaller. Tuning the parameter ρ based on
each adaptation setting requires a validation set. Instead,
we define ρ = log(K)2 , where K is the number of source
classes. Since log(K) is the maximum value of H(p), we
assume ρ depends on it, and confirm that the defined value
empirically works well. We perform an analysis of ρ in the
supplemental material. The above formulation assumes that
“known” and “unknown” target samples can be separated
with ρ. However, in many cases, the threshold can be am-
biguous and can change due to domain shift. Therefore, we
propose to introduce a confidence threshold parameter m
such that the final form of the loss is
Les(pi) =
{
−|H(pi)− ρ| (|H(pi)− ρ| > m),
0 otherwise.
(7)
Les = 1|Bt|
∑
i∈Bt
Les(pi). (8)
The introduction of the confidence threshold m allows us to
give the separation loss only to confident samples. When
|H(pi) − ρ| is sufficiently large, the network is confident
about a decision of “known” or “unknown”. Thus, we train
the network to make the sample far from the value ρ.
3.4. Learning
Domain specific batch normalization. To enhance align-
ment between source and target domain, we propose to
utilize domain-specific batch normalization (Chang et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2016; Saito et al., 2019). The batch nor-
malization layer whitens the feature activations, which con-
tributes to a performance gain. As reported in (Saito et al.,
2019), simply splitting source and target samples into dif-
ferent mini-batches and forwarding them separately helps
alignment. This kind of weak alignment matches our goal
because strongly aligning feature distributions can harm the
performance on non-closed set domain adaptation.
Final Objective. The final objective is
L = Lcls + λ(Lnc + Les), (9)
Universal Domain Adaptation through Self Supervision
Method Closed DA (CDA) Partial DA (PDA) Open set DA (ODA) Open-Partial DA (OPDA) AvgOffice OH VisDA OC OH VisDA Office OH VisDA Office OH VisDA Acc Rank
Source Only 76.5 54.6 46.3 75.9 57.0 49.9 89.1 69.6 43.2 86.4 71.0 38.8 61.7 4.8± 1.2
DANN (Ganin et al., 2016) 85.9 62.7 69.1 42.2 40.9 38.7 88.7 72.8 48.2 88.7 76.7 50.6 65.7 3.5± 1.7
ETN (Zhangjie Cao, 2019) 85.2 64.0 64.1 92.8 69.4 59.8 88.2 71.9 51.7 88.3 72.6 66.6 70.5 2.9± 1.6
STA (Liu et al., 2019) 73.6 44.7 48.1 69.8 47.9 48.2 89.9 69.3 48.8 89.8 72.6 47.4 61.2 4.5± 1.3
UAN (You et al., 2019) 84.4 58.8 66.4 52.9 34.2 39.7 91.0 74.6 50.0 84.1 75.0 47.3 62.0 4.1± 1.3
DANCE (ours) 85.5 66.4 70.2 84.7 68.1 73.7 94.1 78.1 65.3 93.9 80.4 69.2 76.8 1.2± 0.4
Table 1. Summary of the Universal comparisons. Each dataset (Office, OC, OH, VisDA) has multiple domains and adaptation scenarios
and we provide the average accuracy over all scenarios. Our DANCE method substantially improves performance compared to the
source-only model in all settings and the average rank of DANCE is significantly higher than all other baselines.
Dataset Class Split (|Ls ∩ Lt|/|Ls − Lt|/|Lt − Ls|)CDA PDA ODA OPDA
Office 31 / 0 / 0 10 / 21 / 0 10 / 0 / 11 10 / 10 / 11
OH 65 / 0 / 0 25 / 40 / 0 15 / 0 / 50 10 / 5 / 50
VisDA 12 / 0 / 0 6 / 6 / 0 6 / 0 / 6 6 / 3 / 3
Table 2. The number of shared / source private / target private
classes in each setting.
where Lcls denotes the cross-entropy loss on source samples.
The loss on source and target is calculated in a different
mini-batch to achieve domain-specific batch normalization.
To reduce the number of hyper-parameters, we used the
same weighting hyper-parameter λ for Lnc and Les.
4. Experiments
4.1. Setup
The goal of the experiments is to compare DANCE with the
baselines across all sub-cases of Universal DA (i.e., CDA,
PDA, ODA, and OPDA) under the four object classifica-
tion datasets and four settings for each dataset. We follow
the settings of Long et al. (2018) for closed (CDA), Cao
et al. (2018) for partial (PDA), Liu et al. (2019) for open-
set (ODA), and You et al. (2019) for open-partial domain
adaptation (OPDA) in our experiments.
Datasets. As the most prevalent benchmark dataset, we use
Office (Saenko et al., 2010), which has three domains (Ama-
zon (A), DSLR (D), Webcam (W)) and 31 classes. The sec-
ond benchmark dataset OfficeHome (OH) (Venkateswara
et al., 2017) contains four domains and 65 classes. The third
dataset VisDA (VD) (Peng et al., 2017) contains 12 classes
from two domains: synthetic and real images. We provide
an analysis of varying the number of classes using Cal-
tech (Griffin et al., 2007) and ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009)
because these datasets contain a large number of classes. Let
Ls denotes a set of classes present in the source, Lt denotes
a set of classes present in the target. Table 2 summarizes
the number of classes in each setting. See supplementary
material for details about each split, which follows the ex-
perimental settings of (Long et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019; You et al., 2019).
Evaluation. We use the same evaluation metrics. In CDA
and PDA, we simply calculate the accuracy over all target
samples. In ODA and OPDA, we average the accuracy over
classes including “unknown”. For example, an average over
11 classes is reported in the Office ODA setting. We run
each experiment three times and report the average result.
Implementation Details. All experiments are implemented
in Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017). We employ ResNet50 (He
et al., 2016) pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009)
as the feature extractor in all experiments. We remove the
last linear layer of the network and add a new weight matrix
to construct W. For baselines, we use their implementa-
tion. Hyper-parameters for each method are tuned on the
“Amazon to DSLR” OPDA setting. We set λ in Eq. 9 as
0.05 and m in Eq. 7 as 0.5 for our method. For all com-
parisons, we use the same hyper-parameters, batch-size,
learning rate, and checkpoint. The analysis of sensitivity to
hyper-parameters is discussed in the supplementary. Com-
parisons. We show two kinds of comparisons to provide
better empirical insights. The first comparison is the univer-
sal comparison to the 5 baselines including state-of-the-art
methods on CDA, PDA, ODA, and OPDA. As we assume
that we do not have prior knowledge of the category shift in
the target domain, all methods use fixed hyper-parameters,
which are tuned on the “Amazon to DSLR” OPDA setting.
The second comparison is the non-universal comparison. In
addition to the 5 baselines, we report published state-of-the-
art results on each setting and the results of DANCE tuned
for each setting. Please note that the universal results should
not be directly compared with the non-universal results, as
the non-universal baselines are optimized for each setting
with prior knowledge and do not have unknown example
rejection in CDA and PDA. However, we can observe this
gap in performance and analyze the performance of DANCE
when optimized for each setting. See supplemental material
for details of the optimization for each setting.
Universal comparison baselines: Source-only (SO). The
model is trained with source examples without using target
samples. By comparing to this baseline, we can see how
much gain we can obtain by performing adaptation. Closed-
set DA (CDA). Since this is the most popular setting of
domain adaptation, we employ DANN (Ganin & Lempitsky,
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Universal comparison
Method Office Office-HomeA2W D2W W2D A2D D2A W2A Avg Ar2Cl Ar2Pr Ar2Rw Cl2Ar Cl2Pr Cl2Rw Pr2Ar Pr2Cl Pr2Rw Rw2Ar Rw2Cl Rw2Pr Avg VD
SO 74.1 95.3 99.0 80.1 54.0 56.3 76.5 37.0 62.2 70.7 46.6 55.1 60.3 46.1 32.0 68.7 61.8 39.2 75.4 54.6 46.3
DANN 86.7 97.2 99.8 86.1 72.5 72.8 85.9 46.8 68.4 76.6 54.7 63.9 69.7 57.1 44.7 75.7 64.9 51.3 78.7 62.7 69.1
ETN 87.9 99.2 100 88.4 68.7 66.8 85.2 46.7 69.5 74.8 62.1 66.9 71.9 56.7 44.1 77.0 70.6 50.4 77.9 64.0 64.1
STA 77.1 90.7 98.1 75.5 51.4 48.9 73.6 30.4 46.8 55.9 33.6 46.2 51.1 35.0 28.3 58.2 51.3 33.1 66.5 44.7 48.1
UAN 86.5 97.0 100 84.5 69.6 68.7 84.4 45.0 63.6 71.2 51.4 58.2 63.2 52.6 40.9 71.0 63.3 48.2 75.4 58.7 66.4
DANCE 88.6 97.5 100 89.4 69.5 68.2 85.5 46.1 72.6 76.6 63.7 70.7 72.5 63.1 47.4 77.9 71.5 53.3 80.9 66.4 70.2
Non-universal comparison
SAFN 88.8 98.4 99.8 87.7 69.8 69.7 85.7 52 71.7 76.3 64.2 69.9 71.9 63.7 51.4 77.1 70.9 57.1 81.5 67.3 NA
CDAN 93.1 98.2 100 89.8 70.1 68.0 86.6 49 69.3 74.5 54.4 66 68.4 55.6 48.3 75.9 68.4 55.4 80.5 63.8 70.0
MDD 94.5 98.4 100 93.5 74.6 72.2 88.9 54.9 73.7 77.8 60 71.4 71.8 61.2 53.6 78.1 72.5 60.2 82.3 68.1 74.6
DANCE* 90.6 98.4 100 90.6 73.4 70.1 87.2 50.2 73.3 77.1 65.9 71.5 72.7 65.8 49.8 78.3 72.7 55.0 81.5 67.8 72.6
Table 3. Results on closed domain adaptation including SAFN (Xu et al., 2019), CDAN (Long et al., 2018) and MDD (Zhang et al., 2019).
DANCE* does not use the entropy separation loss and uses a different threshold parameter ρ.
Universal comparison
Method Office-Caltech Office-HomeA2C W2C D2C D2A W2A Avg Ar2Cl Ar2Pr Ar2Rw Cl2Ar Cl2Pr Cl2Rw Pr2Ar Pr2Cl Pr2Rw Rw2Ar Rw2Cl Rw2Pr Avg VD
SO 75.4 70.7 68.5 80.4 84.6 75.9 37.1 64.5 77.1 52.0 51.3 62.4 52.0 31.3 71.6 66.6 42.6 75.1 57.0 46.3
DANN 41.9 42.7 43.4 41.5 41.5 42.2 35.5 48.2 51.6 35.2 35.4 41.4 34.8 31.7 46.2 47.5 34.7 49.0 40.9 38.7
ETN 88.9 92.3 92.9 95.4 94.3 92.8 52.1 74.5 83.1 69.8 65.2 76.5 69.1 50.6 82.5 76.3 53.8 79.1 69.4 59.8
STA 75.7 72.4 62.8 70.5 67.7 69.8 35.0 55.2 59.7 37.5 48.4 53.5 36.0 32.2 59.9 54.3 38.5 64.6 47.9 48.2
UAN 47.1 49.7 50.6 55.5 61.6 52.9 24.5 35.0 41.5 34.7 32.3 32.7 32.7 21.1 43.0 39.7 26.6 46.0 34.2 39.7
DANCE 88.8 79.2 79.4 83.7 92.6 84.8 49.0 69.6 85.1 71.4 64.6 81.0 65.1 44.1 82.7 75.9 48.7 80.3 68.1 73.7
Non-universal comparison
SAN NA NA NA 87.2 91.9 NA 44.4 68.7 74.6 67.5 65.0 77.8 59.8 44.7 80.1 72.2 50.2 78.7 65.3 NA
ETN 89.5 92.6 93.5 95.9 92.3 92.7 59.2 77.0 79.5 62.9 65.7 75.0 68.3 55.4 84.4 75.7 57.7 84.5 70.5 66.0
IAFN NA NA NA NA NA NA 58.9 76.3 81.4 70.4 73.0 77.8 72.4 55.3 80.4 75.8 60.4 79.9 71.8 67.7
DANCE* 92.7 88.4 83.8 94.5 96.1 91.1 56.2 84.6 87.1 74.0 74.8 82.4 77.5 56.5 86.7 80.4 60.2 84.1 75.4 75.6
Table 4. Results on partial domain adaptation including SAN (Cao et al., 2018) and IAFN (Xu et al., 2019). DANCE* in the Non-universal
comparison does not use memory or have “unknown” example rejection.
2014), a standard approach of feature distribution matching
between domains. Partial DA (PDA). ENT (Zhangjie Cao,
2019) is the state-of-the-art method in PDA. This method
utilizes the importance weighting on source samples with
adversarial learning. Open-set DA (ODA). STA (Liu et al.,
2019) tries to align target “known” examples as well as
rejecting “unknown” samples. This method assumes that
there is a particular number of “unknown” samples and
rejects them as “unknown”.
Open-Partial DA (OPDA). UAN (You et al., 2019) tries to
incorporate the value of entropy to reject “unknown” exam-
ples.
4.2. Results
Overview (Table 1). As seen in Table 1, which summarizes
the universal comparison, DANCE is the only method which
improves the performance compared to SO, a model trained
without adaptation, in all settings. In addition, DANCE per-
forms the best on open set and universal domain adaptation
in all settings and the partial domain adaptation setting for
VisDA. Our average performance is much better than other
baselines with respect to both accuracy and rank.
CDA (Table 3). DANCE significantly improves perfor-
mance compared to the source-only model (SO), and shows
comparable performance to some of the baseline methods.
In the non-universal comparison, some baselines show much
better performance. However, such methods designed for
CDA fail in adaptation when there are “unknown” examples.
PDA (Table 4). DANCE significantly improves accuracy
compared to SO and achieves a comparable performance to
ETN, which is one of the state-of-the-art methods in PDA.
Although ETN in the universal comparison shows better per-
formance than DANCE, it does not perform well on ODA
and OPDA. In the case of VisDA, DANCE outperforms
all baselines. We found that if we do not utilize memory
and do not use “unknown” example rejection (DANCE*),
we achieve the best performance on Office-Home in the
non-universal comparison. See our supplemental material
for more detail. ODA (Table 5). DANCE outperforms all
the other baselines including the non-universal comparison.
STA and UAN are designed for the ODA and OPDA achieve
decent performance on these settings but show poor perfor-
mance on some settings in CDA and PDA. One reason is
that their method assumes that there there is a particular
number of “unknown” examples in the target domain and
reject them as “unknown”. OPDA (Table 6). The trend is
similar to that of ODA. From the results of ODA and OPDA,
we can see the importance of utilizing self-supervision in
the target domain when there are “unknown” categories.
4.3. Analysis
Feature Visualization. Fig. 5 shows the target feature vi-
sualization with t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008). We use
the ODA setting of “DSLR to Amazon” on Office. The
target “known” features (black plots) are well clustered with
DANCE. In addition, most of the “unknown” features (the
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Universal comparison
Method Office Office-HomeA2W D2W W2D A2D D2A W2A Avg Ar2Cl Ar2Pr Ar2Rw Cl2Ar Cl2Pr Cl2Rw Pr2Ar Pr2Cl Pr2Rw Rw2Ar Rw2Cl Rw2Pr Avg VD
SO 83.8 95.3 95.3 89.6 85.6 84.9 89.1 55.1 79.8 87.2 61.8 66.2 76.6 63.9 48.5 82.4 75.5 53.7 84.2 69.6 43.3
DANN 87.6 90.5 91.2 88.7 87.4 87.0 88.7 62.1 78.0 86.4 75.5 72.0 79.3 68.8 52.5 82.7 76.1 58.0 82.7 72.8 48.2
ETN 86.7 90.0 90.1 89.1 86.7 86.6 88.2 58.2 79.9 85.5 67.7 70.9 79.6 66.2 54.8 81.2 76.8 60.7 81.7 71.9 51.7
STA 91.7 94.4 94.8 90.9 87.3 80.6 89.9 56.6 74.7 86.5 65.7 69.7 77.3 63.4 47.8 81.0 73.6 57.1 78.8 69.3 51.7
UAN 88.0 95.8 94.8 88.1 89.9 89.4 91.0 63.3 82.4 86.3 75.3 76.2 82.0 69.4 58.2 83.4 76.1 60.5 81.9 74.6 50.0
DANCE 93.6 97.0 97.1 95.7 91.0 90.3 94.1 64.1 84.1 88.3 76.7 80.7 84.9 77.6 62.7 85.4 80.8 65.1 87.1 78.1 65.3
Non-universal comparison
STA 89.5 97.5 99.5 93.7 89.1 87.9 92.9 57.9 76.3 85.8 68.8 74.5 80.3 68.1 54.5 84.0 74.7 56.7 80.9 71.9 58.4
Table 5. Results on open-set domain adaptation. The Non-universal comparison of Office is from their reported results (Liu et al., 2019)
and that of Office-Home and VisDA is obtained by optimizing hyper-parameter for these datasets.
Universal comparison
Method Office Office-HomeA2W D2W W2D A2D D2A W2A Avg Ar2Cl Ar2Pr Ar2Rw Cl2Ar Cl2Pr Cl2Rw Pr2Ar Pr2Cl Pr2Rw Rw2Ar Rw2Cl Rw2Pr Avg VD
SO 75.7 95.4 95.2 83.4 84.1 84.8 86.4 50.4 79.4 90.8 64.9 66.1 79.9 71.6 48.5 87.6 77.8 52.1 82.8 71.0 38.8
DANN 87.6 90.5 91.2 88.7 87.4 87.0 88.7 59.9 80.6 89.8 77.5 73.3 86.4 78.5 61.5 88.5 80.3 62.1 82.4 76.7 50.6
ETN 89.1 90.6 90.9 86.3 86.4 86.5 88.3 58.2 78.5 89.1 77.2 69.3 87.5 77.0 56.0 88.2 77.5 58.4 83.0 75.0 66.6
STA 85.2 96.3 95.1 88.1 87.9 86.0 89.8 54.8 76.6 91.2 71.5 71.8 82.0 70.7 50.1 88.2 74.1 60.0 80.5 72.6 47.4
UAN 76.2 82.0 80.4 80.0 93.8 92.2 84.1 60.8 79.1 87.8 72.4 73.5 83.2 78.6 56.4 87.4 79.9 61.1 79.8 75.0 47.3
DANCE 92.8 97.8 97.7 91.6 92.2 91.4 93.9 64.1 84.3 91.2 84.3 78.3 89.4 83.4 63.6 91.4 83.3 63.9 86.9 80.4 69.2
Non-universal comparison
UAN 85.6 94.8 98.0 86.5 85.5 85.1 89.2 63.0 82.8 87.9 76.9 78.7 85.4 78.2 58.6 86.8 83.4 63.2 79.4 77.0 60.8
Table 6. Results on open-partial domain adaptation. The Non-universal comparison is cited from their paper (You et al., 2019).
(a) Source only (b) DANN (c) DANCE w/o NC (d) DANCE
Figure 5. t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008) plots of target examples (Best viewed in colors). Black dots are target “known” examples while
other colors are “unknown” examples. The different colors indicate different classes. DANCE extracts discriminative features for “known”
examples while “unknown” examples are kept far from “known” examples. Although we do not give supervision on “unknown” classes,
some of the “unknown” classes are clustered correctly.
Method D to A W to A R to P R to C VisDA
ImgNet 44.6 44.6 56.4 17.4 73.2
SO 53.5 54.1 58.2 20.7 72.3
DANN 50.9 52.2 44.1 14.9 50.2
DANCE 57.5 57.4 63.5 22.8 75.2
Table 7. Analysis of ability to cluster “unknown ” class samples.
DANCE provides better representations for classifying “unknown”
class examples into their classes.
other colors) are kept far from “known” features and “un-
known” examples in the same class are clustered together.
Although we do not give supervision on the “unknown”
classes, similar examples are clustered together. The visu-
alization supports the results of the clustering performance
(see below).
Evaluation on clustering of “unknown” examples. Here,
we evaluate how well the learned features can cluster sam-
ples from “unknown” classes. First, we train a new linear
Ablation A2W D2W W2D A2D D2A W2A Avg
w/o NC 72.8 96.2 100.0 75.3 35.7 54.8 72.5
w/o ES 78.5 95.7 99.8 78.7 69.5 68.0 81.7
FULL 88.6 97.5 100.0 89.4 69.5 68.2 85.5
Table 8. Ablation study on Neighborhood Clustering (NC) and the
entropy separation (ES).
classifier on top of the fixed features of “unknown” class
samples. We use one labeled example per “unknown” cat-
egory for training. Then, we evaluate the classification
accuracy on the “unknown” samples. Since the learned fea-
ture is fixed, we can evaluate its own ability to cluster the
samples. In this experiment, we employ the ODA setting.
We use D to A and W to A of Office (11 “unknown” classes),
R to P, R to C of OfficeHome (50 “unknown” classes) and
VisDA (6 “unknown” classes). As we can see in Table 7,
the features obtained by DANCE perform better than other
methods. This result and the feature visualization indicate
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(a) Learning curve (b) Accuracy on all (c) AUC of “unknown” class (d) Accuracy on all
Figure 6. (a): Learning curve in the VisDA PDA setting. The accuracy improves as the two losses decrease. (b)(c): Increasing number of
source classes. (d): Increasing number of “unknown” classes. DANCE outperforms than other methods even when there are many outlier
source classes or many outlier target classes.
that the features learned by DANCE are better for clustering
samples from “unknown” classes.
Analysis of Neighborhood Clustering (NC) and Entropy
Separation (ES). Table 8 shows the ablation study of NC
and ES, Eqs. 6 and 8, respectively. The experiments are
done on CDA on Office. Using both NC and ES significantly
improves the performance. These two are complementary
and necessary for successful adaptation. Additionally, as
shown in Fig. 6a, the accuracy improves with the decrease
of two losses as we expect.
Varying the number of “unknown” classes. We analyze
the behavior of DANCE under the different the number
of “unknown” classes. In this analysis, we use open set
adaptation from Amazon in Office to Caltech, where there
are 10 shared classes and many unshared classes.
Openness is defined as 1− |Ls∩Lt||Lt−Ls| . Ls ∩ Lt corresponds
to the shared 10 categories. We increased the number of
“unknown” categories, i.e. |Lt − Ls|. Fig. 6b shows the
accuracy of all classes whereas Fig. 6c shows area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve on “unknown”
classes. As we add more “unknown” classes, the perfor-
mance of all methods decreases. However, DANCE consis-
tently performs better than other methods and is robust to
the number of “unknown” classes.
Varying the number of source private classes. We ana-
lyze the behavior under the different the number of source
private classes in the OPDA setting. We varied the number
of classes present only in the source (i.e., |Ls − Lt|). To
conduct an extensive analysis, we use ImageNet-1K (Deng
et al., 2009) as the source domain and Caltech-256 as the
target domain. They have 84 shared classes. We use all of
the unshared classes of Caltech as “unknown” target while
we increase the number of the classes of ImageNet (i.e.,
|Ls−Lt|). The result is shown in Fig. 6d. As we have more
unshared source classes, the performance degrades as seen
in Fig. 6d. However, DANCE consistently shows better per-
formance. Since STA just tries to classify almost all target
examples as “unknown,” the performance is significantly
worse.
Setting Ablation OH Office VisDA
Closed with memory 66.4 85.5 70.2w/o memory 62.1 85.5 70.5
Partial with memory 68.1 84.8 73.7w/o memory 74.5 88.4 69.4
Table 9. Ablation study on memory using Office-Home (OH) and
Office. Additional results can be found in supplementary.
Ablation of memory. We evaluate how the memory fea-
tures contribute to the performance in Table D. In this study,
“w/o memory” indicates that we calculated similarity only
within each mini-batch. Our observation is that memory
helps given many target examples, but does not help much
when there is a small number of target examples. When
we have many classes and many unlabeled target examples
(CDA OH have 65 classes), it is clearly better to use memory.
On the other hand, the performance of the model without
memory performs better in OH PDA with 25 target classes.
As shown in VisDA PDA (6 target classes), a smaller num-
ber of target classes does not degrade the performance with
memory features. The main difference in OH and VisDA is
the number of target examples (approx. 1,000 vs 30,000).
As reported in (He, 2019), memory features does not neces-
sarily improve the performance in self-supervised learning.
We believe that improving the usage of a memory bank can
further improve the performance.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce Domain Adaptative Neighbor-
hood Clustering via Entropy optimization (DANCE) which
performs well on universal domain adaptation. We propose
two novel self-supervision based components: neighbor-
hood clustering and entropy separation which can handle
arbitrary category shift. DANCE is the only model which
outperforms the source-only model in all settings and the
state-of-the-art baselines in many settings. In addition, we
show that DANCE extracts discriminative feature represen-
tations for “unknown” class examples without any supervi-
sion on the target domain.
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A. Dataset Detail
In PDA, 10 classes in Caltech-256 are used as shared classes
(Ls ∩ Lt). The other 21 classes are used as source private
classes (Ls − Lt). Since DSLR and Webcam do not have
many examples, we conduct experiments on D to A, W to A,
A to C (Caltech), D to C, and W to C shifts. In OSDA, the
same 10 classes are used as shared classes (Ls∩Lt) and the
selected 11 classes are used as unknown classes (Lt − Ls).
The setting is the same as (Saito et al., 2018c). In OPDA, the
same 10 class are used as shared classes (Ls ∩Lt) and then,
in alphabetical order, the next 10 classes are used as source
private classes (Ls − Lt), and the remaining 11 classes are
used as unknown classes (Lt−Ls). The second benchmark
dataset is OfficeHome (OH) (Venkateswara et al., 2017),
which contains four domains and 65 classes. In PDA, in
alphabetical order, the first 25 classes are selected as shared
classes (Ls ∩ Lt) and the rest classes are source private
classes (Ls − Lt). In OSDA, the first 15 classes are used
as shared classes (Ls ∩ Lt) and the rest classes are used as
unknown classes (Lt − Ls). In OPDA, the first 10 classes
are used as shared classes (Ls ∩ Lt), the next 5 classes are
source private classes (Ls − Lt) and the rest are unknown
classes (Lt − Ls). The third dataset is VisDA (Peng et al.,
2017), which contains 12 classes from the two domains,
synthetic and real images. The synthetic domain consists
of 152,397 synthetic 2D renderings of 3D objects and the
real domain consists of 55,388 real images. In PDA, the
first 6 classes are used as shared classes (Ls ∩ Lt) and
the rest are source private classes (Ls − Lt). In OSDA,
we follow (Saito et al., 2018c) and use the 6 classes as
shared classes |Ls ∩ Lt| and the rest as unknown classes
(Lt − Lt). In OPDA, the first 6 classes are shared classes
(Ls ∩ Lt), the next 3 are source private classes (Ls − Lt)
and the other 3 classes are unknown classes (Lt − Ls). We
mainly perform experiments on these three datasets with
four settings because it enables direct comparison with many
state-of-the-art results. We provide an analysis of varying
the number of classes using Caltech (Griffin et al., 2007)
and ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) because these datasets
contain a large number of classes.
B. Implementation Detail
We list the implementation details which are excluded from
the main paper due to a limit of space.
DANCE (universal comparison). The batch-size is set
as 36. The temperature parameter in Eq. 5 is set as 0.05
by following (Saito et al., 2019). We train a model for
10,000 iterations with nestrov momentum SGD and report
the performance at the end of the iterations. The initial
learning rate is set as 0.01, which is decayed with the factor
of (1+γ i10,000 )
−p, where i denotes the number of iterations
and we set γ = 10 and p = 0.75. The learning rate of pre-
trained layers is multiplied by 0.1. We follow (Saito et al.,
2019) for this scheduling method.
Baselines (universal comparison). We use the fol-
lowing released codes for ETN (Zhangjie Cao,
2019)(https://github.com/thuml/ETN),
UAN (You et al., 2019)(https://github.com/
thuml/Universal-Domain-Adaptation), and
STA (Liu et al., 2019)(https://github.com/
thuml/Separate_to_Adapt). We tune the hyper-
parameter of these methods by validating the performance
on OPDA, Amazon to DSLR, Office. Since we could not
see improvements by changing the hyper-parameters from
their codes, we employed the hyper-parameters provided
in their codes. For ETN, we use the hyper-parameters
for Office-Home. For UAN and STA, we use the hyper-
parameters for Office. We implement DANN by ourselves
and tuned the hyper-parameters by the performance
on OPDA, Amazon to DSLR, Office. For all of these
methods, we report the performance at the end of training
for comparison. We observe that there is a gap in the
performance between the best checkpoint and the final
checkpoint. This can explain the gap between the reported
performance in their paper and the performance in our
universal comparisons.
Ours (non-universal comparison). In the non-universal
comparison, we have prior knowledge about the class distri-
bution in the target domain. For example, we know that there
are no “unknown” samples in PDA and CDA. Therefore, we
do not have to consider “unknown” sample rejection both in
a training and testing phase. We will include the parameters
used in this comparison when we publish a code.
Baselines (non-universal comparison). We run experi-
ments for STA (OfficeHome ODA) and ETN (A2C, W2C,
D2C, PDA) since the results are not available in their papers.
For STA, we tune the hyper-parameters of a trade-off of
the entropy. We could see an improvement on average. For
ETN, we report the performance which employs the same
hyper-parameters as the universal comparison but does not
use “unknown” sample rejection. For other non-universal
comparisons, we show the performance of the results re-
ported in their papers. “NA” indicates the results are not
available in their paper. We observe the performance gap
in our universal comparison and the reported performance
in each paper. For example, the performance of UAN in
OPDA has a big gap between the universal comparison and
the non-universal comparison (reported accuracy) although
we use the same hyper-parameters. We could obtain similar
performance to the reported number if we pick up the best
checkpoint for each setting. But, we report the performance
of fixed iterations’ checkpoints for a fair comparison, which
can explain the gap.
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Open Set Open Partial
Method A to W D to W W to D A to D D to A W to A A to W D to W W to D A to D D to A W to AOS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS*
SO 83.8 87.7 95.3 99.0 95.3 100.0 89.6 93.6 85.6 86.3 84.9 88.2 75.7 79.2 95.4 98.1 95.2 100.0 83.4 88.3 84.1 84.9 84.8 85.7
DANN 87.6 95.7 90.5 99.3 91.2 100.0 88.7 96.9 87.4 95.4 87.0 95.2 83.0 90.0 89.3 97.1 89.5 96.9 81.9 88.8 80.2 86.8 78.2 77.8
ETN 86.7 95.4 90.0 99.0 90.1 99.1 89.1 98.0 86.7 95.3 86.6 95.3 89.1 98.0 90.6 99.7 90.9 100.0 86.3 94.9 86.4 95.0 86.5 95.1
STA 91.7 94.6 94.4 98.1 94.8 100.0 90.9 94.2 87.3 88.8 80.6 82.4 85.2 87.8 96.3 99.1 95.1 100.0 88.1 90.6 87.9 88.7 86.0 87.1
UAN 86.2 94.6 89.5 98.5 90.2 99.2 89.8 98.7 85.8 94.4 84.2 92.7 78.8 86.7 83.5 91.9 84.9 93.4 77.5 85.3 75.7 83.3 75.6 83.1
Ours 93.6 97.2 97.0 100.0 97.1 100.0 95.7 98.4 91.0 94.9 90.3 95.6 92.8 96.4 97.8 99.1 97.7 99.6 91.6 94.0 92.2 94.5 91.4 94.7
Table A. Evaluation on two metrics on open-set and open partial domain adaptation. OS is average of all classes. OS* is the average of
known classes.
Setting Ar2Cl Ar2Pr Ar2Rw Cl2Ar Cl2Pr Cl2Rw Pr2Ar Pr2Cl Pr2Rw Rw2Ar Rw2Cl Rw2Pr Avg
CDA 46.1±1.7 72.6±0.8 76.6±0.4 63.7±0.4 70.7±0.0 72.5±0.1 63.1±0.6 47.4±0.4 77.9±0.3 71.5±0.1 53.3±0.5 80.9±0.2 66.4±0.2
PDA 49.0 ±0.4 69.6±1.0 85.1±0.8 71.4±1.0 64.6±0.5 81.0 ±0.4 65.1±2.2 44.1±0.6 82.7±0.7 75.9±0.4 48.7±0.7 80.3±0.3 68.1±0.1
ODA 64.1 ±0.8 84.1±0.1 88.3±0.3 76.7±0.4 80.7±0.8 84.9±0.5 77.6±0.5 62.7 ±0.5 85.4 ±0.2 80.8±0.6 65.1±0.4 87.1±0.3 78.1±0.1
OPDA 64.1±1.8 84.3±0.4 91.2±0.5 84.3±0.5 78.3±0.6 89.4±0.3 83.4±1.1 63.6±0.8 91.4±0.5 83.3±0.3 63.9±0.3 86.9±0.3 80.4±0.1
Table B. Standard deviation of DANCE in experiments on OfficeHome. The deviation is calculated by three runs. DANCE shows descent
deviations.
Setting A2W D2W W2D A2D D2A W2A Avg VD
CDA 88.6±0.4 97.5±0.4 100±0.0 89.4±1.3 69.5±1.5 68.2±0.0 85.5±0.2 70.2±0.3
ODA 93.6±2.3 97.0±0.2 97.1±0.5 95.7±0.3 91.0±0.8 90.3±0.2 94.1±2.5 65.3±2.3
OPDA 92.8±0.2 97.8±0.6 97.7±0.5 91.6±1.9 92.2±0.1 91.4±0.4 93.9±0.3 69.2±0.6
Setting A2C W2C D2C D2A W2A Avg VD
PDA 88.8±0.4 79.2±0.3 79.4±0.3 83.7±3.3 92.6±0.5 84.8±1.5 73.7±2.9
Table C. Standard deviation of DANCE in experiments on Office and VisDA. The deviation is calculated by three runs. DANCE shows
descent deviations.
Setting Ablation Ar2Cl Ar2Pr Ar2Rw Cl2Ar Cl2Pr Cl2Rw Pr2Ar Pr2Cl Pr2Rw Rw2Ar Rw2Cl Rw2Pr Avg
Closed with memory 48.1 71.7 76.4 63.0 70.8 71.7 59.2 45.2 77.8 71.2 53.7 80.9 65.8w/o memory 26.0 68.3 75.2 62.3 68.0 69.5 59.1 41.1 75.8 71.0 48.3 80.3 62.1
Partial
with memory 49.0 69.6 85.1 71.4 64.6 81.0 65.1 44.1 82.7 75.9 48.7 80.3 68.1
w/o memory 54.8 84.4 87.0 74.0 71.1 82.0 75.6 54.6 86.7 80.4 59.0 84.1 74.5
w/o memory, w/o rej 56.2 84.6 87.1 74.0 74.8 82.4 77.5 56.5 86.7 80.4 60.2 84.1 75.4
Table D. Ablation study on memory. This table corresponds to Table 9 in the main paper. “w/o rej” means the model does not have
“unknown” sample rejection. Since partial DA does not have “unknown” samples, the performance improves.
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(a) Value of λ in Eq. 9. (b) Value of m in Eq. 7. (c) Value of ρ in Eq. 7.
Figure A. (a): Varying the value of λ in Eq. 9. (b): Varying the value of margin in Eq. 7. (c): Varying the value of ρ in Eq. 7, which is
determined based on the number of known classes.
Setting Method A2W D2W W2D A2D D2A W2A Avg
Closed Jigsaw 87.7 98.7 100.0 84.5 61.7 62.5 82.5DANCE 88.6 97.5 100.0 89.4 69.5 68.2 85.5
Open Jigsaw 89.4 95.5 93.6 93.8 90.3 89.3 92.0DANCE 93.6 97.0 97.1 95.7 91.0 90.3 94.1
Table E. Comparison between jigsaw (Carlucci et al., 2019;
Noroozi & Favaro, 2016) and DANCE on the Office dataset. For
a fair comparison, we replace the loss of entropy similarity with
jigsaw puzzle loss.
C. Supplemental Results
Detailed results of ODA and OPDA. Table A shows the
detailed results of ODA and OPDA. OS* shows the averaged
accuracy over known classes while OS shows the averaged
accuracy including unknown class. DANCE shows good
performance on both metrics. ETN shows better results on
OS* than DANCE in several scenarios. In ETN results, OS*
shows much better results on OS, which means that ETN
is not good at recognizing unknown samples as unknown.
This is clearly shown in Figure 6 (c) in our main paper.
Comparison with Jigsaw (Carlucci et al., 2019). Table
E shows the comparison with jigsaw puzzle based self-
supervised learning. To consider the self-supervised learn-
ing part of DANCE, we replaced neighborhood clustering
loss with the jigsaw puzzle loss on the target domain. The
jigsaw puzzle loss is calculated on target samples. We
can see that DANCE performed better in almost all set-
tings and confirm the effectiveness of clustering based self-
supervision for this task.
Results with standard deviations. Table B and show re-
sults of DANCE with standard deviations. We show only
the averaged accuracy over three runs in the main paper due
to a limit of space. We show the standard deviation. We can
observe that DANCE shows decent standard deviations.
Detailed results of non-universal comparison. Table D
shows detailed results of the non-universal comparison in
PDA OfficeHome and Table 9 in our main paper. As we ex-
plain in our main paper, by ablating the memory features, we
could see much change in the performance in some settings.
Besides, since the two settings do not include unknown tar-
get samples, we can see improvement by ablating unknown
sample rejection in the test phase (74.5 to 75.4 on average
in Partial).
Sensitivity to hyper-parameters. In Fig. A, we show the
sensitivity to hyper-parameters on OPDA setting of Ama-
zon to DSLR, which we used to tune the hyper-parameters.
Although ρ in Eq. 5 is decided based on the number of
source classes, we show the behavior of our method when
changing it in Fig. Ac. When we increase the value, more
examples will be decided as known, then the performance
on unknown examples decreases.
